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(57) ABSTRACT 

Amethod of making a tests, assessments, surveys and lesson 
plans With images and sound ?les and posting them on-line 
for potential users. Questions are input by a test-maker and 
then the questions are compiled into a test by a host system 
and posted on-line for potential test-takers. The compiled 
test may be placed in a directory for access by the test-takers, 
the directory preferably having a plurality of categories 
corresponding to different types of tests and the compiled 
test is placed in the appropriate category. For ease in 
administration, a just-made test is placed into a temporary 
category so that it may be later revieWed (by the proprietor 
of the host system) and placed in the most appropriate 
category. 
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Header: 
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Footer: 

V 

. Header: 

Fig.5A 

‘Quiz Name:"|How Mani Apples in the Basket?| 
This is a test to determine how many apples are 
left in the basket. 

If you 
If you 
If you 
If you 
If you 

Footer: 

scored 
scored 
scored 
scored 
scored 

35, perfect! 
more than 20, still pretty good! 
20 or less, not bad. 
15 or less, need improvement. 
less than 15, get help, fast. 

@[EEI 

Fig.5B 
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Quiz Num: 13337 

Quiz Nametl How Man A les in the Basket'r’l 

IEnable: 
This is a test to determine how many apples are A 
left in the basket. 

Header: 

V 

If you scored 35, perfect! A 
If you scored more than 20, still pretty good! 

Footer: If you scored 20 or less, not bad. 
If you scored 15 or less, need improvement. 
If you scored less than 15, get help, fast. v 

| Update Test reset I 

Test Options 

Click here to add a question, or click the question nwnber to edit an existing question. 

_|Question TypeIIQuestion Statement" 

Fig.5C 
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""1 quntlo" test number;13337 

question type: I multiple choice a 

BI question: I‘ 
5| 

Answer Choices 
(if the question type 

Correct Answer(s) 
(if this is a multiple 
choice or multiple 
answer question, 
enter the correct 
letter for the 

answer.) 
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""4 qu?alio? test number;13337 

question type: I multiple choice a 
we apples are m a basket. One more apple drops into the El 

question: basket and two apples fall out. How many apples are left .1 
‘ in the basket? El 

Answer Choices 
(if the question type 
is multiple choice or 
multiple answer.) 

Correct Answer(s) 
(if {his is a multiple 6 
choice or multiple 
answer question. 
enter the correct 
letter for the 

answer.) 

Five (5) apples are in the basket. 5 apples 
expanatian: One (1) apple drops into the basket. 5+1 =6 apples 

Two (2) apples fall out. 6—2-4 apples 

Fig.5E 
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lQuiz Num: I 13337 
I How Man Ales in the Basket? 

Enable: 

This is a test to determine how many apples are 
left in the basket. 

Header: 

scored 35, perfect! 
scored more than 20, still pretty good! 

Footer; scored 20 or less, not bad. 
scored 15 or less, need improvement. 
scored less than 15. get help. fast. 

I Update Test reset I 

Test Options 

Click here to add a question, or click the question number to edit an existing question. 

Question# Type - Question Statement 

1 Multiple ?ve apples are in a basket. One more apple drops into the basket Add 
— Choice and two apples fall out. How many apples are left in the basket? After 

Fig.5F - 
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""1 WWW" test numberzl3337 

question type: I multile choice B 
If ?ve apples are in a basket and one more apple drops 
into the basket and two apples fall out. are there five 
ales left in the basket? 

question: 

Answer Choices 
(if the question type 
is multiple choice or 
multiple answer.) 

Correct Answer(s) 
(if this is a multiple A 
choice or multiple 
answer question, 
enter the correct 
letter for the 

answer.) 

expanation: ‘ 
[133g 

Five (5) apples are in the basket. 5 apples 
One (1) apple drops into the basket. 5+1=6 apples ‘ 
Two (2) apples fall out. 6-2-4 apples El 

Fig.5G 
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lQuiz Num: 13337 
I How Man les in the Basket? 

Enable: [Em 
This is a test to determine how many apples are 
left in the basket. 

Header: 

scored 35. perfect! 
scored more than 20, still pretty good! 

pecker; scored 20 or less, not bad. 
scored 15 or less, need improvement. 
scored less than 15, get help, fast. 

Update Test IE 

Test Options 

Click here to add a question, or click the question number to edit an existing question. 

Question# Type Question Statement 
1 Multiple Five apples are in a basket. One more apple drops into the basket Add 
— Choice and two apples lall out. How many apples are left in the basket? Atte; 

M It. I If five apples are in a basket and one more apple drops into the Add 
Cam's: basket and two apples fall out, are there ?ve apples left in the m 

basket? 

Fig.5H 
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'1" qu?llo? test numberz13337 

question type: I 
ave apples are m a basket. One more apple drops Into the 5| 

question: basket and two apples fall out. How many apples are left I 
in the basket? ' H! 

Letter 
A 

B 
Answer Choices 
(if the question type 
is multiple choice or 
multiple answer.) 

Correct Anawer(s) 
(if this is a multiple 
choice or multiple 
answer question. 
enter the correct 
letter for the 

answer.) 

l-“uve (5) apples are in the basket. 5 apples 
expanatian: One (1) apple drops into the basket. 5+1=6 apples I 

Two 2) ales fall out. 6-2-4 apples 

Fig.5l 
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lQuiz Num: 13337 
How Man Ales in the Basket? 

This is a test to determine how many apples'are 
left in the basket. 

Header: 

If you scored 35, perfect! 
if you scared more than 20, still pretty good! 
If you scored 20 or less, not bad. 
If you scored 15 or less, need improvement. 

scored less than 15. get help. fast. 

Update Test [E] 

Test Options 

Footer: 

Click here to add a question. or click the question number to edit an existing question. 

Question# Type Question Statement 
1 Multiple ?ve apples are in a basket. One more apple drops into the basket Add 
— Choice and two apples fall out. How many apples are left in the basket? Age]; 

If five apples are in a basket and one more apple drops into the My 
2 gags: basket and two apples fall out, are there five apples left in the My 

basket? 

7 3 Short Five apples are in a basket. One more apple drops into the basket Add 
Answer and two apples fall out. How many apples are left in the basket? A?? 

Fig.5d 
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MW question test number;13337 

J 
J we apples are In a basket. One more apple drops into the E 

basket and two apples fall out. How many apples are left I 
in the basket? 5 

question: 

Answer Choices 
(if the question type 
is multiple choice or three apples 
multiple answer.) 

four ‘apples 

Correct Answer(s) 
(if this is a multiple 
choice or multiple 
answer question. 
enter the correct 
letter for the 

answer.) ; ‘ 

Five (5) apples are in the basket. 5 apples expanation: One (1) apple drops into the basket. 5+1=6 apples : 

Two (2) apples fall out. 6-2-4 apples HI 

@El 
Fig.5K 
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Quiz Num: 13337 \ 

Quiz NamezllHow Man has in the Basket? 

This is a test to determine how many apples are 
left in the basket. 

scored .35, perfect! 
If you scored more than 20, still pretty good! 
If you scored 20 or less, not bad. 
If you scored 15 or less, need improvement. 

scored less than 15. get help. fast. 

I Update Test reset I 

Test Options 

Click here to add a question, or click the question number to edit an existing question. 

i|Question# Type Question Statement 
1 Multiple Five apples are in a basket. One more apple drops into the basket Add 
—— Choice and two apples fall out. How many apples are left in the basket? A?? 

If five apples are in a basket and one more apple drops into the Add 
2 zigzag‘: basket and two apples fall out. are there five apples left in the m 

basket? 

3 Short ?ve apples are in a basket. One more apple drops into the basket Add 
Answer and two apples fall out. How many apples are left in the basket? A119; 

Multiple ?ve apples are in a basket. One more apple drops into the basket Add 
Answer and two apples fall out. How many apples are left in the basket? A?? 

Fig.5L 
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Quiz Num: 13337 ' 

Quiz Namez" How Man Ales in the Basket? 
Enable: 

This is a test to determine how many apples are 
left in the basket. 

Header: 

If you scored 35, perfect! 
If you scared more than 20, still pretty good! 
If you scored 20 or less, not bad. 
If you scored 15 or less, need improvement. 

scored less than 15, get help, fast. 

I Update Test reset I 

Footer: 

Click here to add a question, or click the question number to edit an existing question. 

Question# Type Question Statement 
1 Multiple Five apples are in a basket. One more apple drops into the basket Add 
— Choice and two apples fall out. How many apples are left in the basket? After 

M m I If five apples are in a basket and one more apple drops into the My 
2 Galois: basket and two apples fall out, are there five apples left in the m 

basket? 

3 Short ' Five apples are in a basket. One more apple drops into the basket Add 
— Answer and two apples fall out. How many apples are left in the basket’? After 

4 Multiple ?ve apples are in a basket. One more apple drops into the basket Add 
— Answer and two apples fall out. How many apples are left in the basket? AM 

Fig.5M 
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You can Create a new Test or view the access report of your existing tests. 

To edit a test, enter the Test Number m Edit Test and press the Edit 

Button, 

Quiz Num: 13337 

Quiz NametiHow Many Apples in the Basket? 
Enable: N0 E I 

This is a test to determine how many apples are 
left in the basket. 

Header: 

scored 35, perfect! 
If you scared more than 20, still pretty good! 

Footer; If you scored 20 or less, not bad. 
If you scored 15 or less, need improvement. 
If you scared less than 15, get help, fast. 

I Update Test reset I ' 

Test Options 

Click here to add a question, or click the question number to edit an existing question. 

Question# Type Question Statement 
1 Multiple Five apples are in a basket. One more apple drops into the basket Add 
-— Choice and two apples fall out. How many apples are left in the basket? After 

M m ‘e if five apples are in a basket and one more apple drops into the M 
2 excise basket and two apples fall out, are there five apples left in the m 

basket? 

:1) Short ?ve apples are in a basket. One more apple drops into the basket Add 
—-- Answer and two apples fall out. How many apples are left in the basket? Aug 

4 Multiple ?ve apples are in a basket. One more apple drops into the basket Add 
—— Answer and two apples fall out. How many apples are left in the basket’? After 

Fig.6B 
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Quiz Num: 13337 

Quiz NameiuHow Many Apples in the Basket? 
Enable: 

A test to determine how many apples are left in the basket. A 

Header: 

lf you scored .35, perfect! 
If you scared more than 20, still pretty good! 

Footer; If you scored 20 or less, not bad. 
lf you scored 15 or less, need improvement. 
If you scared less than 15, get help, fast. 

I Update Test reset I 

Test Options 

Click here to add a question, or click the question number to edit an existing question. 

Question# Type Question Statement 
1 Multiple Five apples are in a basket. One more apple drops into the basket Add 
— Choice and two apples fall out. How many apples are left in the basket? After 

M R. | If five apples are in a basket and one more apple drops into the Add 
2 Cam's: basket and two apples fall out, are there five apples left in the M 

basket? 

Short Five apples are in a basket. One more apple drops into the basket Add 3 — Answer and two apples fall out. How many apples are left in the basket? After 

4 Multiple Five apples are in a basket. One more apple drops into the basket Add 
Answer and two apples fall out. How many apples are left in the basket’? A?gf 

} Fig.6C 
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question "umber; 1ltest number;13337 
' 

Five apples are in a basket. One more apple drops into the 
basket and two apples fall out. How many apples are left 
in the basket? 

question type: 

question: 

Answer Choices 
(l! the question type 
is multiple choice or 
multiple answer.) ' L___LL_LLL_L 

< Fl c e 

Correct Answer(s) 
(if this is a multiple 
choice or multiple 
answer question, 
enter the correct 
letter for the 
answer.) 

expanation: ‘ 
I updatell resetJI deleteJ 

L_LLL_LLLL 
Five (5) apples are in the basket. 5 apples 
One (1) apple drops into the basket. 5+1=6 apples 
Two (2) apples fall out. 6—2=4> apples 

Fig.6D 
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question "umber: 1" test numberzl3337 

question type: I multile choice a 
Five apples are in a basket. One more up Is drops into the El 

question: basket and two_ap les fall out of the bus et. How many I‘ 
apples are left In he basket? 5 

Letter 

Answer Choices 
(if the question type 
is multiple choice or 
multiple answer.) 

Correct Answer(s) 15 
(if this is a multiple 
choice or multiple H‘ 
answer question, I1 
enter the correct I‘ 
letter for the 

answer.) B 1 
[11 

Five (5) apples are in the basket. 5 apples 
expanation: One (1) apple drops into the basket. 5+1=6 apples 

Two (2) apples fall out. 6—2=4 apples 

I update reset delete I 

Fig.6E 
























